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LUXONIX Purity V1.3.6-d33p57a7u5 Serial Key keygenQ: Subtle difference between directly initializing a 2D array and using a 3D array to initialize a row Saw this problem
in one of my CS-170 lectures, and I'm still totally baffled with what the issue is. Given: int a[5][2][2]; //is this array allocating the memory for the first three entries of a?
The professor then says that in order to initialize the first column, I need to use: int **a = new int*[2]; //in order to allocate the memory for the first entry of a a[0] = new
int[2]; //in order to allocate the memory for the 2nd entry of a a[0][0] = 2; //in order to initialize the first element of the array a[0][1] = 3; //in order to initialize the second
element of the array delete[] a[0]; //in order to deallocate all of the memory I get that this works and that each line was made to allocate the memory needed for the 2D
array a, but I don't get why I need to allocate the memory for the first element of the 2D array, and not just the 1D array. Can someone explain this to me? A: In the first
line, you are (for the sake of demonstration) initializing the array: int a[5][2][2] = { {1,2,3}, {4,5,6} }; The second line allocates storage for a second array: int **a = new
int*[2]; This will allocate 2 pointers to ints. After that, the next line of code is going to initialize the second array (2 rows, each with 2 columns) using the addresses
returned by the operator new: a[0] = new int[2];
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